
Sanki and Onibi are at the heart of the story 
told by Living Forest, they are the supreme 

beings who created the balance in the Forest.

Setup
Take the two cards Onibi and Sanki and place them face up next to the Circle of Spirits.

Sanki and Onibi
between good and evil
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You will recruit and play these cards like the Guardian Animal cards but they will not bring 
new Fire tiles during the third phase "Onibi attacks the Holy Tree!"

Rules

The Sanki card
When you buy the Sanki card, place it on top of your personal draw 
stack, face down.
When revealed in your Help line, the Sanki card will provide you with 
5 Sacred Flowers. Reminder: having 12 Flowers visible on your Help line, 
on your Forest board and on the Flower Victory tiles (if you have any) 
is a victory condition.

Sanki is the great Guardian of the Forest. After having 
participated in its creation, he plunged into an eternal sleep in 

order to acquire Great Wisdom.

The Onibi card
When you buy the Onibi card, place it on top of your personal draw stack, 
face down.

When revealed in your Help line, all Nature Spirits except you take only 
one action, regardless of the solitary and gregarious symbols in their 
Help line.

They must still stop drawing at the third solitary symbol Z.

Rappel : A gregarious symbol  Y cancels a solitary symbol Z. It will therefore be possible to 
play more than 3 solitary Guardian Animals in the same turn, provided that you have already 
revealed one or more gregarious Guardian Animals.

Onibi is never far away! If you can't repel him for good, 
he won't stop sending out his flames and will do anything 
to stop you from taking action. How did he come to this? 
He was once the father of solitary guardian animals who 

brought fertility to the land of the Forest.
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